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Year of publication Number of 

patients or 

frequency 

Clinical definition Electrodiagnostic criteria required for diagnosis Exclusion criteria with respect to the specific atypical CIDP variant 

DADS 

2000 30 
distal, symmetric, sensory or sensorimotor neuropathy 

sparing proximal limb, neck, and facial muscles[18] 
NM 

proximal and distal weakness involving all four limbs or neck or facial 

muscles; motor symptoms dominating the clinical picture 

2009 6.5% as per EFNS/PNS Guidelines[11] NM NM 

2011 10 clinical profile of DADS[19] 
disproportionately prolonged motor DL resulting in a 

TLI ≤0.25 in at least two nerves 
NM 

2014 2 as per EFNS/PNS Guidelines[10] NM NM 

2015 5 clinical profile of DADS[6] NM clinical picture of typical CIDP or other atypical CIDP forms 

PURE SENSORY  

1992 10 pure sensory neuropathy and normal muscle strength[22] NM ¥ 
sensory-motor neuropathy even with sensory predominance; acute or 

subacute sensory neuropathy due to dorsal root ganglion lesions 

1995 5 
pure sensory symptoms and 

signs[8] 
NM ¥ NM 

1996 11% only sensory signs[14] NM ¥ NM 

1996 3 clinical symptoms of pure sensory neuropathy[24] NM ¥ NM 

1997 8 
predominantly sensory 

syndrome with normal or virtually normal strength[15] 
NM ¥ NM 

1999 3 mild sensory symptoms[29] NM ¥ NM 

1999 7 symptoms of pure sensory neuropathy[12] NM ¥ NM 

2003 5% sensory symptoms without weakness[13] NM ¥ NM 

2004 
 
8 

 

chronic sensory polyneuropathy[23] 
nondiagnostic electrophysiologic studies with 

diagnostic sural nerve biopsy ¥ 
NM 

2009 24% as per EFNS/PNS Guidelines[11] NM ¥ NM 

2014 4 as per EFNS/PNS Guidelines[10] NM ¥ NM 
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Year of publication Number of 

patients or 

frequency 

Clinical definition Electrodiagnostic criteria required for diagnosis Exclusion criteria with respect to the specific atypical CIDP variant 

CISP  
 

2004 

 

15 sensory syndrome without weakness[9] 

normal nerve conduction and EMG studies; either SSEP 

or imaging abnormalities consistent with nerve root 

involvement 

imaging studies that excluded brain, cerebellum, spinal cord, or 
compressive nerve root lesions 

PURE MOTOR  

1996 3% only motor signs[14] NM Ʊ NM 

1997 7 
pure or predominantly 

motor syndrome[15] 
NM  Ʊ NM 

2001 4 
pure motor involvement with absence of sensory symptoms, 

normal sensation at clinical examination[20] 
normal sensory conduction studies NM 

2003 6% 
symmetric pure motor neuropathy without sensory 

symptoms and signs[13] 

absence of sensory abnormalities on neurophysiological 

examination 
NM 

2009 2% as per EFNS/PNS Guidelines[11] NM  Ʊ NM 

2010 5 
absence of sensory symptoms, except for mild distal 

paresthesia[21] 
almost normal results in sensory conduction studies NM 

2014 4 as per EFNS/PNS Guidelines[10] NM  Ʊ NM 



Supplementary Table 1. Continued 
 

¥ Patients with abnormal motor nerve conduction studies were included. 
Ʊ Patients with abnormal sensory nerve conduction studies were included. 

CB = conduction block; CIDP = chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy; DADS = distal acquired demyelinating symmetric neuropathy; DL = distal latency;  LL = lower 

limb; LSS = Lewis-Sumner syndrome; NM = not mentioned; SNAP = sensory nerve action potentials; SSEP = somatosensory evoked potentials; TLI = terminal latency index; UL = upper limb 

Year of publication Number of 

patients or 

frequency 

Clinical definition Electrodiagnostic criteria required for diagnosis Exclusion criteria with respect to the specific atypical CIDP variant 

LEWIS-SUMNER SYNDROME 

1982 5 clinical picture of mononeuritis multiplex[26] multifocal persistent CB NM 

1996 9 focal UL demyelinating neuropathy[28] NM NM 

1999 10 
symptoms and findings involving solely or predominantly 

the ULs[25] 
NM 

symmetric, generalized, sensorimotor polyneuropathy affecting ULs and 

LLs; pure sensory and motor syndromes 

1999 11 
multifocal motor and 

sensory mononeuropathy[27] 
NM symmetrical polyneuropathy 

2000 6 asymmetric sensory or sensorimotor polyneuropathy[4] NM NM 

 

2003 

 

6% 
patients with markedly asymmetrical 

or multifocal motor sensory deficit[13] 
NM NM 

2004 23 asymmetrical sensory or sensorimotor neuropathy[5] definite persistent CB pure motor neuropathy or symmetrical polyneuropathy 

2005 13 

asymmetrical limb weakness 

at onset, and motor involvement in the distribution of at 

least two different peripheral nerves; objective clinical 
sensory involvement[16] 

one site with definite CB or one site with probable CB 

in the UL, and at least one SNAP amplitude <80% of 

the lower limit of normal in a clinically involved 
territory 

NM 

 

2009 
 

8 
progressive focal or asymmetric UL sensory or sensorimotor 

involvement, and hypo/areflexia[7] 
NM pure persistent motor involvement 

2009 15% 
as per EFNS/PNS Guidelines; single limb forms 

were included in the LSS subcategory[11] 
NM NM 

2011 15 

asymmetric multifocal sensory or sensorimotor neuropathy 

(mononeuritis multiplex) at onset; the motor deficits had to 
involve at least two different peripheral nerves[17] 

≥ two sites with definite or probable CB; the amplitude 
of at least one SNAP had to be 80% less than the lower 

limit of the normal range in a clinically involved 

territory 

motor neuropathy or sensorimotor polyneuropathy 

2014 8 as per EFNS/PNS Guidelines[10] NM NM 

2015 34 clinical profile of LSS[6] NM clinical picture of typical CIDP or other atypical CIDP forms 


